To all Scottish Police Officers,
Today we reach out to you, as the keepers of peace and the law, to ask you:
• Do you feel that you are able to police and interact with the public the way you would like to?
• Are you satisfied that the currently imposed restrictions are appropriate and suitable to guard
and improve the well-being and safety of the country?
If you even hesitate to answer confirmatively, we appeal to you to please consider the following
information, which is freely accessible but sadly not widely publicized:
A cure should never be worse than the disease So - we must ask: How bad is this disease?
• According to the figures from the American Centre for Disease Control (CDC), recovery from Covid19 occurs in over 99% of cases in all age groups except those over the age of 70. In the elderly,
recovery also occurs in over 94%. For the vast majority of patients, the outcome will not be fatal,
and indeed most will remain asymptomatic or experience mild symptoms only. Basing health
policy decisions on case numbers of a single disease is highly unsophisticated and fails to consider
the context of the general burden of ill-health.
•

To date, the number of Covid-19 related deaths does not exceed the number of deaths that have
been attributed to infectious respiratory diseases in some previous years in the UK. The all-cause
mortality has returned to normal since the end of May, compared to the average of the last 5 years
in Scotland. This applies to all European countries according to the weekly mortality reports on
euromomo.eu. Covid-19 has never been anywhere near the leading cause of death, not even
considering that some cases were labelled as “Covid-19 deaths” either without a positive test result
or without any clinically plausible relation between the test result and the death.

And then we must ask: What are the costs and the effectiveness of the measures taken?
The debate about the lockdown is by no means one of economy versus health. The lockdown has
immeasurable effects on ill-health, directly and indirectly via the consequences of unemployment and
poverty. People in Scotland have restricted access to healthcare, fear is restricting them further from
seeking healthcare, and conditions related to mental ill-health, such as depression, suicide, alcoholism,
domestic abuse have already seen a dramatic increase. Over 100,000 operations in NHS Scotland have been
cancelled this year due to the lockdown. The effect of this in years to come will be catastrophic.
It has become clear in the comparison with other nations, that the course of the disease appears very
similar independent of the stringency of lockdowns, indeed an analysis published in the Lancet concluded
that full lockdowns and widespread testing were not associated with an effect on mortality.
How high a price for how little benefit are we prepared to make our people pay?
During the height of the pandemic, our own clinical director Prof Jason Leitch advised against the wearing
of face masks as a protective measure for the general population. Now we are seeing face masks
introduced into every sphere of life without any risk assessments regarding individual or environmental
variants. The evidence for the effectiveness of face masks with regards to viral transmission is at best
controversial. The subject has been studied for decades, and whilst no conclusive benefit has ever been
shown, several studies have highlighted potential adverse effects.
- Are you satisfied that law enforcement officers are being called on to police such things as
questionable health measures, and potentially unlawful restrictions on movement, thus straining
the critical relationship between police and public?
Whilst a vaccine is eagerly awaited, information is not shared freely with the public regarding previous
serious concerns about the safety of coronavirus vaccines, which have led to enhanced immune responses

and consequently increased morbidity in animal trials. Furthermore, there are significant safety concerns
with regards to adenovirus type-5 vectors, which are used in the current vaccine developments.
- Are you happy to support the mass administration of an unlicensed vaccine to your officers,
when vaccine manufacturers have already received exemption from liability for adverse effects?
Case numbers are based on an unreliable and unvalidated testing method
According to its inventor, the PCR test is not suitable for the diagnosis of infectious diseases. It does not
allow any conclusions regarding viral load or transmissibility. Specifically, the PCR test for Covid-19 has
never been validated, and therefore the expected rates of false positive results are unknown. The more
tests are carried out the more false positive tests will be generated. Even in the best case scenario of a false
positive rate of about 1%, this will still amount to 2,000 “cases” where 200,000 people are tested.
Despite this uncertainty, vast amounts of our money are spent on testing healthy people, money that
should be spent on policing, on NHS services intended to improve patients’ access to much needed
healthcare. The current “second wave” is based entirely on positive test results without any correlation to
actual illness or mortality.
Censorship should have no place in a democracy and in healthcare policy
We have been presented daily by the same sources with figures and policy decisions recommended by a
small group of scientific advisors. But many scientists and experts in this field take a different view and
present additional evidence for further consideration. These alternative views are not encouraged, and
debates do not take place, even as the very lives and livelihoods of our people are at stake. The restrictions
on availability of information alone should give rise to concern amongst all of us, but particularly amongst
the police community when the conflict with public opinion is laid at the door of the police to manage.
Therefore, we urge you to please ask yourself this:
• Do the Scottish people benefit from the currently imposed measures in the name of healthcare?
• Does this all still make sense to you?
Police forces around the world - and particularly in Commonwealth nations - have growing concerns over
the appropriateness and legality of what is being asked by government. One such example is "Cops for
covid truth" in Australia, a growing movement of police professionals questioning whether covid-19
measures are legal, and increasingly also questioning whether covid-19 is a significant enough threat to
warrant considering such measures.
A link is below to the letter written by 'Cops for covid truth' to the Police Commissioner of New South
Wales. There is also a link to the 'Cops for truth' website.
Letter: http://tiny.cc/cops4covidtruth
Website: https://advocateme.wixsite.com/copsforcovidtruth/
We sincerely wish to maintain the long history of good relations between the Scottish people and the
police, and for the freedoms of the people to be protected by the police - even from wrongful acts of
parliament and politicians, should that prove necessary.
If this resonates with you, or you have any concerns about how covid-19 is being abused today, please
consider seeking like-minded colleagues and organising a Scottish or UK "cops for covid truth".
You may also like to read the Open Letter of the World Doctors Alliance https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/
and/or the open letter from health professionals and scientists to the Prime Minister
https://usforthem.co.uk/open-letter-from-health-professionals-and-scientists-to-the-prime-Minister.
We trust that this information will be received in good faith and considered in the best interest of all Scots.
We are sending this to police across Scotland, and appreciate if you share this within the police station.
Disagreement leading to debate is welcome – silence is the enemy.
On behalf of the people of Scotland
Saving Scotland – Scottish Unity

